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 Congratulations to the 27 entrants in this year's competition!  I'm sure everyone who entered a stone 
came away with a better understanding of how to facet and what to look for, especially if they take a careful 
look at the score sheet and diagram.  Much appreciation goes to our three judges; Jeff Ford for the novice 
category, Jim Clark for the premaster category, and Wing Evans for the Master and Grand Master category’s, 
for the time and expertise they bring to this competition.  Additional thanks go to Jim and Jeff for their work 
as the competition committee and a special thank-you goes to Jenny Clark for putting the certificates and 
awards together and making my part in this so easy. 

 The patterns for the 2010 Single Stone Competition are in this issue.  I've cut the novice stone and am al-
most finished with the master's stone.  They are both lively stones and good designs to work on for improv-
ing your skills at making points out of meetpoints.  Jeff Ford's article in this issue on cutting the novice stone 
is a must-read for novices and a darn-good-idea-to-read for everyone else who is interested in improving 
their faceting skills.  His procedure for generating the outline of the stone is almost essential for competition 
cutting and a darn good idea for most meetpoint designs.  The more accurately you cut the outline, the eas-
ier the rest of the stone comes together and ultimately is a big time-saver. 

 The 2010 master's stone is a checkerboard design and if you've never cut one, this is a good one to start 
with.  And if you don't like the pavilion, cut the one in the novice pattern and then cut the crown in the 
checkerboard design.  In any case, it's not too early to get started on next year's competition. 

 

Enjoy the sparkle! 

 Keith 

Want to share USFG Newsletters? 
A number of extra copies will be printed for every newsletter for anyone wishing to pass 

them out at shows, demonstrations, or gatherings. Simply write the Editor with a request! 
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President’s Message 

Please note that advertisements throughout the issue are provided for your information only, and does not 
represent an endorsement by the USFG. 

Any USFG member who is a dealer may have their site listed. Please send your information to Charlie 
Moon.  Include: Name of business; e-mail address, snail mail address, telephone number, and a brief (25 
words or less) description of your business. 



President:   Keith Wyman 
khw1@verizon.net  La Conner, WA 

Vice President:  Jim Clark 
tom21r@cox.net   Mesa, AZ 

Secretary:   Ron Snelling,         
ron.snelling@draegermed.com Broomfield, CO  

Treasurer:   Jeff Ford              
jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net               2410 N. 2nd Street 
    Kalamazoo, MI  
    49009    

Editor:   Paul Brantner, Conifer, CO 
USFGNews@wildblue.net 2008-2010 

Board Member    Walt Seidelman, MI  

waltseidelman@comcast.net 2007-2009 

Board Member                  Jenny Clark, Mesa, AZ  

 byjimenny@cox.net  2007-2009 

Board Member                  Paul Newman Franklin, TN 
traderpaul@verizon.net  2008-2010 

Historian:  Glenn Klein, Lake Forest, CA 
glennklein@yahoo.com 

Advisor:  Charles L. Moon, Arcata, CA  
clmoon@pacbell.net 

Appointed Staff 
Membership: Jeff Ford, Kalamazoo, MI            
jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net 

Webmaster Dan Linder,  Concord, CA 
dan@madfrog.net 

Officers 2009 

 

**Neither Bulk Mail or email 
is forwarded! 

Don’t forget to let us know of 
an address change! 

Dues and Newsletter Policy   

Board of Directors 

the Guild.  Membership dues are 
$18 per year (USD) and are pay-
able to the USFG Treasurer. 

Opinions expressed are those of the 
editor, contributing members, or 
quoted authors, and do not neces-
sarily represent the United States 
Faceters Guild or its membership. 
The newsletter is for the express 
purpose of sharing information 
with the members and other facet-
ing guilds, and has no intent to 
show preference to or cause dam-
age to any person, group, product, 
manufacturer or commercial com-
pany. 

Newsletter Submissions 
Correspondence concerning the 
content of the newsletter, exchange 
bulletins and newsletters should be 
sent to the editor. 

Items submitted for publication in 
the newsletter should be sent to: 

   

USFGNews@wildblue.net                    
or mailed to                                   

Paul Brantner 

 29259 Thunderbolt Circle 

Conifer, CO 80433 

All items should be received no 
later than the 20th of the month 
preceding publication date. 

*Membership cards will no lin-
ger be issued* 

*Your membership expiration date 
will be on the address label or 
within the email containing your 
newsletter.* 

All members receiving a DUES 
DUE issue will receive one more 
complimentary issue bearing a FI-
NAL REMINDER notation. 

For ALL members who elect not to 
renew their  membership, the FI-
NAL REMINDER will be the final 
issue mailed. 

The USFG Newsletter is a quar-
terly publication of the United 
States Faceters Guild, published in 
March, June, September and                                                                               
December.  It is delivered by mail 
or e-mail to all paid members of 
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 Most faceters cut a lot of synthetics, in the case of corundum, spinel and a few others I think synthetic is the wrong 
word, it should be lab created as the chemical structure is almost exactly the same as natural. Also the hardness and 
weight is exactly the same as natural. Now let me tell you where I am going with this. Lets take Alexandrite, corundum 
type, in natural light: emerald green/ yellowish/ red in other words it is Trichroic the lab created is Dichroic. The same 
with Forsterite (in my opinion the best synthetic for Tanzanite) real tanzanite is trichroic and Forsterite is dichroic. I 
think only a faceter or good dealer would detect this. For beginners trichroic means it has three colors and dichroic 
means it has only two colors. Gems that show no dichroism are garnet, spinel, colored diamond, colored diamond 
stimulants, glass and plastics if dichroism is observed, it cannot be any of the gems in the last sentence. 
 Now I am aware that most of you out there really don’t give a hoot about the identification of the material you are 
cutting, you would like to know if it is synthetic or natural as the price difference can be and is very large. When we buy 
our material we generally know and expect that we are getting synthetic or natural. But in my case I have a lot of folks 
come to me and ask what they have in a ring or pendant. Sometimes they buy a so called emerald and bring it to me to 
cut. Well in most cases I don’t cut them as they are really not cut table but that’s another story. Anyway I try to give 
them a reasonable answer. If I think it may be something possibly valuable I will pull out the dichroscope and refracto-
meter and start an identification process. I can only give my opinion as I think it would have to go to a lab for positive 
ID.  
 I like lab created because there are very few surprises when cutting and after some experience you learn quickly 
the heat sensitivity and polishing techniques for that particular material. Another thing I like is let’s say you have an 
expensive sapphire rough piece, you can cut it in cheap lab created first and see what that design will give you before 
you commit to the real deal. 
 CZ is undoubtedly the most widely cut material today. There are all kinds of prices and colors, it is mostly pretty 
cheap as rough goes and gives you a lot of bang for your money. CZX means it is either green or blue, at one time these 
were hard colors to make, now quite common. Some CZ’s are hard to difficult to polish, like the tanzanite color. I had a 
fellow bring a large French blue replica he was cutting out of tanzanite CZ. The facets just would not polish; we spent 
three days trying to figure out a method to no avail. After he worked on it at home he said he got a reasonable polish 
with kerosene and 50,000 diamonds on bat. When ever I run into some CZ that takes a good polish I set some aside for 
competition cutting as it is getting harder to find. I think the manufactures are using cheaper fillers like calcium to 
make more money, I think the CZ’s of the past take a better polish. 
 I am going to tell you where I buy most of my synthetics but do not endorse any of these dealers it just happens 
they are the ones I buy from most of the time, I am sure you all have your favorite places also and know that we all 
have our own preferences.  
Morion Company  
60 Leo Birmingham Pkwy, Suite 111 
Brighton, MA 02135, USA 
Phone/Fax: (617) 787-2133 
Phone/Fax: (617) 787-4628 
You can use the top number to call in or go to there web site   www.morioncompany.com 
Grady & Phyllis Harris 
Faceting Rough Specialists 
P.O. Box 518 
Seagoville, Texas 75159 
Toll Free: 1-888-287-3445 
Voice: 972-287-3445 
Fax: 972-427-9907 
www.Creativegems.com   
My favorite material from them is a corundum, Raspberry SC67 @ .18 cents a carat  Synthetic corundum it looks like a 

How to and What For #22: Synthetics 
By Art Kavan 
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very expensive ruby with a very faint purple to it. 
And the last one: 
Jewel Electronics  on E-Bay 
They every once in awhile will get these light green corundum’s from the French Alps in that is real nice material and 
reasonably priced: 
500 carats clear CZ 11.99 = a little over 2 cents a ct. 
 In closing I want to again say that I don’t know it all and just passing what information I have as I know it. If you 
would want to contact me for questions or corrections   art243@live.com  
 
 *See Art’s stone on the color page, page XX. 

How to and What For continued 
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 Please feel free to ask questions of anyone who’s email is listed! This includes all Guild officers as well as the 
contributors who have generously spent time writing articles. These folks truly do like to share knowledge! Also, learn-
ing can easily go both ways—we all like to hear another viewpoint! Interestingly enough, people with less experience 
come up with an angle (pun intended!) that has not been considered or maybe even forgotten. I think I remembered 
something once...Ed. 

John Kilian:  The Kilian Collection               
“We sell faceted gemstones, gem rough, mineral 
specimens, jewelry and decorator pieces.  The site 
features specimen picture galleries and a picture 
chronology of my faceting activity.” 
WEBSITE: 
http://www.kiliancollection.com                            
E-Mail:  info@kiliancollection.com                    
TELE: 206-963-9065 or  520-229-3209                                                                                             
John Kilian                                                          
11535 N. Monika Leigh Place                           
Oro Valley, AZ  85737 

Glenn Klein, G.G.                                                
Author, Historian, Competition Faceter.  To learn 
about Faceting History, what equipment was used 
and what methods were used through the centuries 
in fashioning diamonds and faceting colored stones, 
check my website to get information for ordering my 
new book: Faceting History: Cutting Diamonds 
& Colored Stones. 
WEBSITE: www.glennklein.com 
 E-Mail: glennklein@yahoo.com          

John Franke:  Facet Shoppe                     
Since 1990 we promote the art of gem cutting by 
offering information, rough and cut gemstones, lapi-
dary equipment and supplies for faceters of all skill 
levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Data-
base.  NO e-mail — write or call for free price list. 
WEBSITE:  http://www.gemcutter.com  
E-Mail: facet@gemcutter.com                                             
TELE: 360-443-6313                                  
John Franke                                                   
P.O. Box 534                                                  
Burley, WA  98322 

Jerry Newman:  Gemart Services  
Custom gemstone faceting and lapidary service including 
repair/recutting of damaged stones.  Exclusive dealer for 
the Vargas Pol-A-Gem laps for superior scratch-free gem-
stone polishing. 
WEBSITE:  www.gemartservices.com 
E-Mail:  gemartserv@dc.rr.com  
TELE: 760-770-6599                                
Jerry Newman  
36-101 Bob Hope Dr., E5 #105  
 Rancho Mirage, CA  92270 



Newsletter Exchanges 
The USFG is currently involved in newsletter and information exchanges with  the following newslet-
ters and their respective publishing Guilds. 

We welcome any information about your Guild activities.  If your Guild is planning seminars, symposi-
ums, competitions, etc., send us the event and contact information for publication. 

If your Guild isn’t listed, and, and you would like to exchange newsletters with the USFG, please con-
tact: Paul Brantner at USFGNews@wildb lue.net 
Faceters Guild of Southern  California: Angle’s  

UK  Cutters Guild: Stonechat.  

 Columbia-Willamette  Faceter’s Guild: Facets 

Australian Faceter’s Guild: Facet Talk 

North York Faceting Guild 

Monongahela Rockhounds -New! 

Vancouver Island Faceter’s Guild: Meet Points 

North  Puget Sound Faceting Guild: The Crystal 
and Gem News.   

Texas Faceter’s Guild Newsletter: Off the dop 

Midwest Faceters Guild 

Gem and Mineral Museum, Franklin TN-New! 
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3209                                                                                               

John Wright:  Gems by John                      
Step by step faceting photos & instructions, facet-
ing rough, faceted gemstones, custom & hand-
made jewelry with colored stones. 
WEBSITE:  www.gemsbyjohn.com 
E-Mail:  JohnWright@gemsbyjohn.com    
TELE: 859-539-2407                                         
John Wright                                                           
Gems by John                                                         
4825 Coral Creek Circle                                    
Lexington, KY   40515 

Jean Marr:  MystiCrystals, Gifts from the Heart of 
the Earth  
 Our searchable website features information about our 
show schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted gemstones, 
custom faceting, gem trees, gem tree supplies, facet 
rough, and contains articles by Jean on gemology and 
faceting. 
WEBSITE:  www.mysticrystals.com            
E-Mail:  sales@myysticrystals.com 
TELE: 336-595-3870                                        
Jean Marr  
P.O.Box 1815 
Kernersville, NC   12185 

Jonathan L. Rolfe:  Jon Rolfe, Gearloose 
Online articles illustrate how to build your own 
laps, faceting machines, digital angle readouts for 
existing production machines.  Some examples of 
Jon’s gem cutting appear & information re his 
BATT Lap.  There are links to other gem cutting 
sites and organizations. 
WEBSITE:  http:www.gearloose.com           
E-Mail: USFG@gearloose.com                   
Jonathan L. Rolfe                                                 
P.O. Box 533                                                            
North Easton, MA   02356 

Devon McRorie:  Rock Peddler                     
Visit Prettyrock.com for faceting rough, Gemologi-
cal identification tools, & Tutorials, Ultra-tec 
Faceting Machine, and Lapidary Supplies. Get 
listed in our free Faceters Gallery! 
 WEBSITE:  www.prettyrock.com                            
E-Mail:  service@prettyrock.com                    
TELE:  704-641-9107  
PrettyRock.com  
P.O. Box 38930 
Charlotte, NC 28278                                  
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Planning an  
Event? 

 

Is your group planning a       
seminar, faceting competition   
or other related activity?  If so, 

be sure to notify the USFG.  

 

Not only can we help publicize 
your event, but there may be 

money available to help cover 
some of the cost involved in such 

an undertaking. 

 

Contact the President for full in-
formation on this  assistance   

program. 

 

Welcome  
New Members 

Daniel Anderson Billings MT 
Carl Davis Watsonville CA 
Ernest Downes Kent WA 
Brad Hobday Deland FL 
Kathy Konkel Houston TX 
Michael Posinski Edgemere MA 
Wade Young Houston TX 
Tony Burston Bath UK 
Charlie Musitano Huntsville AL 
Jonn DeMain Sr Bealton VA 
Melissa Johnston New York NY  

Paul Head:  GemCadWin Tutorial  
The tutorial is now being distributed. The main file is 
in PDF format, consisting of 116 pages an 240 figures.  
There are two identical versions available. If sent as an 
email attachment the price is $50.00. If sent as a CD by 
surface mail the price is $55.00.  Pay by check, cash, or 
money order.  Free on line assistance will be available 
for registered buyers  
E-mail: dmhpah@cox.net 
 
PAUL HEAD 
709 SOUTH ZAMORA PLACE 
TUCSON, AZ 85710 

Charles L. Moon:  Moon Stones                    
Lapidary and Faceting equipment.  Business pri-
marily one of “drop shipping”. 
E-Mail: clmoon@pacbell.net                          
TELE: 707-822-6063                                       
Charles L. Moon                                                   
155 Myrtle Court 
Arcata, CA  95521-6511 

Marsh Howard 
Manufacturer of the “LL” Lightning Lap™ 
Lapidary solutions for the 21st Century 
www.Lightninglap.com 
http://MagDop.com 
facetor98@yahoo.com 
 (423) 244-1798-cell 

Rob Kulakofsky:  Color Wright                   
Faceting accessories at discount prices and select facet-
ing rough. Also slabs, cabbing and carving rough, cabo-
chons, beads and more! 
Visit our new warehouse at the Tucson Show.. 

WEBSITE: http://www.color-wright.com  

E-Mail: rk2@color-wright.com              
TELE: (toll-free) 877-548-1439 

1201 N. Main Ave. 

Tucson, Az 85705 
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2009 USFG Single Stone Competition Results! 
 Novice Competition: Judge: Jeff Ford 
 Certification point minimum: 85 
 Awards point minimum: 90 
Score Place Name  City State Material/Color Machine 
97.1778 1 Michael Moody  Pittsburgh PA Victoria Stone Facetron 
96.9607 2 James Smorto  DeLand FL YAG/Lavender Graves 5XL 
96.0923 3 Dan Williamson San Diego CA YAG/Yellow Fac-Ette 
95.8752 4 Scott Dye  Colorado Springs CO Quartz/Amethyst Facetron 
95.6581 5 Jim Lott  Kamloops BC Quartz/Yellow Facetron 
95.0068 6 Greg Ninedorf  Hondo TX quartz/lt blue UltraTec 
93.7042 7 John Kleber  Castle Rock CO not given Facette 
90.4478 8 Denny Bradley  Kissee Mills MO Amethyst Facetron 
88.0598 9 Dan Lynch  Franklin TN Citrine/Yellow Facetron 
87.1914 10 Anonymous   CZ/ Champagne Facetron 
86.5401 11 Elaine Songer  Mims FL Beryl/Golden Facetron 
86.1059 12 Kate Connell  Blair WI Silica/Cobalt Blue UltraTec 
85.0204 13 Jim Marks  Denio NV Coke Bottle Facetron 
80.0272 14 Eugene Murns  Spanaway WA Quartz/Lemon Facetron 
78.0734 15 Anthony Spanley Gary IN Quartz Exacta 
 

 Pre-Masters Competition: Judge: Jim Clark 
 Certification point minimum: 90 
 Awards point minimum: 93 
Score Place Name  City State Material/Color Machine 
97.1631 1 Carl Davis   Watsonville CA Green  Fac-Ette 
96.4066 2 Michiko Huynh   Westminster CO Yellow  Ultra-Tec 
94.8935 3 Gary Braun   Roswell GA Purple  XS3 
94.7044 4 Andrew Green   Stevensville MI Clear  Facetron 
93.9479 5 Charles Lundstrom Tucson AZ Pink  Graves 5XL 
92.2457 6 Will Smith   Antioch TN Green  Fac-Ette 
78.0611 7 Peter Clark   Diamondhead MS Yellow  Fac-Ette 
 

 Masters Competition: Judge: Ewing Evans 
  Certification point minimum: 93 
 Awards point minimum: 95 
Score Place Name  City State Material/Color Machine 
93.2200 1 David Williams  Bakersfield CA Citrine  Fac-Ette 
93.5865 2 Lynn Carlson  Knoxville TN Clear  
84.4244 3 Gulay Ertan  KONAK IZMIR Turkey Clear  Facetron 
 

 Grand Masters Competition: Judge: Ewing Evans 
  Awards point minimum: 98 
Score Place Name  City State Material/Color Machine 
98.9005  Dick Fairless  East Tawas MI Citrine Sapphire 
98.9005  Jeff White  Kingsport TN White Fac-Ette 
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Junior Member Wins 2009 Novice SSC 
 Michael Moody began faceting in early January, 2007, at the age of 13. The Saturday lessons with a professional 
diamond and gem cutter were a Christmas gift, and were to extend to the completion of one stone. However, he was 
hooked by time the first round brilliant citrine was removed from the dop, so Michael and his father, Jim, have contin-
ued taking weekly lessons. 

Michael is also a member of the Monongahela Rockhounds, a Pittsburgh-area mineral, fossil, and lapidary club. In 
the spring of 2008 the Mon Rockhounds held their first-ever gem and mineral show, during which Michael and a fellow 
student gave continuous faceting demonstrations. It was at this two-day event that USFG member David Crookston 
first met Michael. A long-distance email 
friendship ensued and, along with his 
generous support and encouragement, 
Mr. Crookston convinced Michael to join 
the USFG, which Michael did as a junior 
member last October. The rough Mi-
chael used for the 2009 Single Stone 
Competition was a gift from Mr. Crooks-
ton. 

Michael does not yet own a faceting 
system, but enjoys access to many facet-
ing and cabbing machines at his instruc-
tor's workshop. His favorite is the Face-
tron. 

Michael’s Instructor is Don Laufer, of 
Headwaters Lapidary, 
www.headwaterslapidary.com 

The competition stone can be seen on 
the color page, page XX. 

I asked Jim for a quote from Michael, here’s what he said: “No quote from Michael, he's a real quiet guy. But he 
smirked a lot throughout dinner after I told him about winning.-ed. 

Letters to the Editor 
Effective communication for faceting skills, from Jim Hauser: 

  
     In the dark ages, when the guilds came into being, a master in the trade for a number of years taught one or more 
apprentices. This was a one on one relationship. It was a very effective way to spread knowledge, techniques and basic 
understanding of a complex skill set. It also recognized that people are social and met that need as well. It made the 
learning process fun, interactive and reduced frustration. 
     I realize that our guild members are spread across the United States making it very hard to get together, but in our 
electronic age we have cell phones, email and computers… all of which allow for effective and immediate communica-
tion/interaction one to one, but not face to face. I also realize that privacy laws are in place, but privacy is not isolation, 
and I would like to suggest that we have the electronic means of communication that will respect privacy but not iso-
late us one from the other. I recognize there are masters and potential friends within our community that will enhance 
the well being of our guild by allowing for this kind of communication. Isolation usually brings about the demise of any 
organization since it does not allow for growth; consequently I would like to suggest a means to respect privacy but not 
at the risk of isolation. 
      I belong to a number of organizations, one of them being the Amateur Radio Relay League. The A.R.R.L. supplies its 
members with email boxes so that they can communicate with each other. QRZ.com supplies its members with web 
pages. If you go there and look up N8UQ, my call sign, it will take you to my web page there. It is available to anyone in 
the world to look up or they can use my A.R.R.L. email box. Anyone in the world can use these to get information from 
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Letters to the Editor, continued 
me or arrange a meeting with me. First and foremost, my privacy is respected, but I am part of a growing and very in-
teractive community. It makes my hobby that much more enjoyable. Basing our guild need on this, I feel that we can 
manage the same need by creating a free email address at hotmail, using the following formula: 
First initial + first 6 letters of the last name. state or country.usfg.hotmail.com. Example: jhauser.mi.usfg.hotmail.com. 
If there are duplicates of the first 6 letters then add the numerical value of 01, 02, etc. Example: 
jhauser01.mi.usfg.hotmail.com.  
     Since our members names are cited in our magazine, it is no longer a question of that level of privacy for this project 
and the names would be the basis of a contact list. As the hotmail is a freestanding account, privacy would be pro-
tected since it would not be attached to any personal information from the guild or of the member himself. The level of 
participation would be the decision made by the member based on his judgment. However, following this format, 
other members would be free to exchange ideas, skills, tips, and otherwise conduct themselves in a way to enhance 
this hobby. 
      There is the alternate possibility of having members register and have their email boxes on the U.S.F.G. website 
which would make it easy for them keep their records up to date as well as any changes in their personal histo-
ries/profiles. I am assuming that this would not place an undue burden on the website or the people that maintain it.  
      I have wondered how many members have left the guild because of the lack of the ability to communicate with 
other members to become part of " Promoting the art, skill and teaching of faceting. " as well as " Expanding the 
knowledge of natural and man-made crystals. ". Has anyone followed up on the members who have dropped their 
membership to find out why? Could this be one of the main reasons?  
  Jim Hauser 
 Jim has good points in his letter. Is hotmail a good answer?. Please let us know your thoughts on this! 
 And Thanks to Jim for  sending his ideas. Sharing and learning is truly important for this organization.  -Ed. 

 

 

Jeff Graham Obituary by Charlie Musitano 
 The family of our friend Jeff Graham asked me to convey their sincere thanks and appreciation to those members of 
the USFG that expressed their sympathies and condolences at the loss of Jeff. The many e-mails and phone calls were a 
testament to his dedication to the faceting community. 
  Jeffrey Robert Graham was born on 30 December 1959 in Phoenix, Arizona to James and Ann Graham. Lt Col Graham 
was a career Air Force officer. The Graham family was typical of most military families moving from location to location 
including Tripoli in North Africa. In 1968 the Graham’s moved back to Arizona where Jeff graduated from Sahuro High 
School in 1978. After high school, Jeff entered the work force. He worked in several industries including photography, off 
shore oil rigs in Louisiana and printing. In 1981 Jeff and Sharon White were married and moved to Greeley, Colorado 
where Jeff attended the University of Colorado, majoring in engineering. In 1984 Jeff moved back to Tucson where he at-
tended the University of Arizona. In 2000 Jeff started faceters.com and his full time involvement in the faceting industry.  
Jeff has written 15 faceting design books along with a “how to” book “Learn to Facet the Right Way”. As a member of the 
US Faceter’s Guild, Jeff always strived for accuracy and perfection. He was not known to suffer those who believed their 
own press releases. His approach, like his photographic background, was black and white. He had a very thin grey line and 
it was rumored that his favorite color was red, white and blue. Jeff was a lifetime member of the NRA, an avid gun collec-
tor and enjoyed target shooting with both firearms and bow and arrow. Jeff and his mother were involved in raising guide 
dogs for the blind. Anyone wishing to do so can honor Jeff with a donation to “Guide dogs for the Blind, 350 Los Ranchitos, 
San Rafael, CA 94903”. Prior to his death, Jeff had finished a 16th faceting design book and was involved in the design and 
preproduction review of 5 new faceting machines.  
 Jeff is survived by his mother, Ann and his sisters Becky and Julie. 
  Those that he left behind will miss him greatly, but none will miss Jeff more than his beloved Beanie who stood guard 
over Jeff during the long night of June 20, 2009. 
 Auf wieterzne my friend, Via con Dios, Das vi Danya, Shalom 
  Charlie Musitano 
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The Color Pages 

Michael Moody’s 2009 SSC Novice Stone, 
photo by Jeff Ford 

A synthetic Raspberry corundum by Art Kavan. 
(Stuller setting)  

Dave Williams’ “Nabi Butterfly”. 
Dave found a great way to accent the butterfly; 
Blue artist’s oil paint. 
 Congrat’s to Dave for the cut and to Jeff 
Ford for the design! (in the March ’09 issue of the 
news) 
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The Color Pages 

Jeff Ford’s “NOVIMMX” in CZ 

(Beginners Stone, 2010 SSC) 

Walt Seidelman’s “Rand’s Cut Corner 
Rectangle” in Lab Created Quartz 

(PreMasters Stone, 2010 SSC)  

Keith Wyman’s “Check This” in 
CZ 

(Masters Stone, 2010 SSC) 
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THIS ARTICLE SERVES AS 
AN INVITATION 

FOR INTERESTED MEMBERS OF THE 
UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

TO ENTER THE 
2010 USFG SINGLE-STONE COMPETITION 

The Single-Stone Competition program, with Novice, Pre-Masters,  Masters and Grand Master Classes, will 
be conducted as a typical single-stone competition in which winners of the classes will be recognized and pre-
sented awards. 
Novice Class 
To certify as an USFG Novice, an inexperienced faceter must achieve a score of 85% or 
higher on the Novice design. A score of 90% or higher will qualify the faceter to enter the 
Pre-Masters class competition.  
Pre-Masters Class 
To certify as a USFG Pre-Master, the faceter must make a minimum sc ore of 90% on cutting the Pre-Master 
design. A score of 93% or higher will qualify the faceter to enter the Masters Class competition.  Cutters who 
score 90% or higher & win the Novice must move up to Pr e-Master Class. 
Masters Class - Masters Division 
To certify as an USFG Master the faceter must make a minimum sc ore of 93%. Any faceter who has not won a 
previous Masters competition may enter the USFG Masters Class – Masters Division. Cutters who score 93% 
or higher & win in Pre-Master must move up to Master Class. 
Masters Class - Grand Masters Division 
Any faceter who has won a previous Masters competition must enter  in the Grand Masters Division. This in-
cludes any faceters who have participated in the Australian International Faceting Challenge, by which entry 
-- with no exceptions -- they are automatically classified as Master faceters.  Any cutter who has scored 95% 
or higher in USFG Masters Class may cut for the Grand Master.  Any cutter who has scored 95% & won a 
USFG Masters Class must cut for the Grand Master.  Note the Grand Master Division will cut the same 
stone as the Master Class 
Awards 
In general, awards will be given to cutters scoring 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in the Novice, 
Pre-Master, Masters, Grand Master class. Types of awards and certificates will be 
determined and publ ished with each competition announcement, with the appr oval of the 
USFG BOD.  In the unlikelihood of exact ties and spirit of fair competition all scores resulting ties will re-
ceive like awards. 
Eligibility for Awards - To be considered for awards in a particular class, cutters 
must meet the f ollowing minimum criteria. 
Novice - Score 90% or higher in a USFG Novice competition.  
Pre-Master - Score 93% or higher in a USFG Pre-Master competition. 
Master – Score 95% or higher in USFG Master competition. 
Grand Master – Score 98% or higher in USFG Grand Master competition. 
 
Eligibility for Certification - To be considered for certification in a particular class, cutters must meet the 
following minimum criteria. 
Novice – Score 85% or higher in USFG Novice competition.  
Pre-Master – Score 90% or higher in USFG Novice competition.  
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2010 USFG Single Stone Competition Announcement 
Master – Score 93% or higher in USFG Novice competition.  
 
Certificate of Participation – All cutters not eligible for awards or certification will receive certificates of 
participation. 
Additional Competition Notes: 
1. All competitors will receive a certificate (suitable for framing) of achievement from the USFG Competition 
committee. The wor ding on each certificate will reflect the competitor's accomplishment. 
2. Once a Cutter has been certified in any USFG competition, that certification will remain permanent, even 
if the faceter, when re-cutting in his or her certified class/division, scores below the minimum c ertification 
score. 
3. This competition is ONLY open to member s of the United States Faceters Guild. 
4. Anonymous Entry - If a cutter enters a single stone competition, under the ‘Anonymous Entry’ provi-
sion, the fee shall be the same as a normal entry. The cutter will be treated as any other entrant and only the 
score shall be considered for publication. The only person that will be held in confidence will be the one stone 
handler assigned by the competition committee that disperses the stones to the judg es.  This is a controver-
sial concept as some competitions are held anonymous with only the winner published and some demand al l 
entrants be published; at another  time this rule could change, but for now it will be open to either  entrant. To 
enter as "Anonymous" cutters shall submit a written request (or signed entry form indicating this desire) ac-
companied with the stone and f ull Single Stone Competition f ees. All other conditions for entry shall apply, 
i.e., return postage, entry deadlines, etc 
5. Publication of scores - At the discretion of the competition committee scor es may be published in the 
USFG newsletter, USFG web site, and/or  public venues supported/sponsored by the USFG; including recipro-
cal agreements with other  guilds. 
6. For reasons of sensitivity the competition committee may choose to exclude the publication of low scores 
from publication. 
7. Anyone who wished to remain anony mous shall remain so. However the competition committee may re-
port the anonymous cutters score only as “Anonymous Entry ”. 
8. Privacy - The USFG will only publish data pertaining to a cutters; name, score, city, and/or state (or 
country). No other data including mailing addresses, telephone numbers, or e-mail address shall be made to 
the general USFG membership or greater public. 
The names of  cutters (and scores of stones) that are disqualified or determined to be inel igible, for whatever 
reason, will be reported to the USFG-BOD, but not to the general USFG membership or public. 

 
2009 USFG Single Stone Competition - Shipping and Handling Instructions 
 
1. Place the stone in a 1-1/8” diameter round plastic gemstone display cup with the foam inser t and cap.  
Please do not mark or identify the gem or container in any way!  If gem containers are marked or identified 
the competition coordinator may choose to repackage the stone in a generic container. 
2. Place the following in a bubble protected envelope; 
a. The display cup containing the stone. 
b. An additional  bubble protected self addressed and stamped env elope for return.  The use of a 6” x 9” bub-
ble envelope (or larger envelope/box ) is suggested to help accommodate the return of scoring materials. 
c. Entry Fee:  Novice class only – ENTRY IS FREE!! 
d. Entry Fee: PreMaster, Master, & Grand Master - $25.00 check or money order, US funds only. 
e. Please make checks payable to: United States Faceters Guild 
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f. Completed and signed entry form.  Feel free to photo copy forms as needed. 
Mail the package to: 

Mr. Jeff Ford 
2410 North 2nd Street 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009 

4. At the participant’s discretion, packages may be sent by certified mail and/or insured. It is suggested that 
non-US entries use insured mail if possible. 
5. Stones will be returned to the cutter in the manner of the return postage.  If no specific instructions or if 
required postage is not received with the entry; USPS first class mail will be used for returning cutters stones 
and judging materials. 
6. THE POSTMARK DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING THE STONES IS ** JUNE 20, 2010**   Stones 
received with later post marks may be subject to exclusion from the competition. 
7. The stone handler will code the stone(s) for anonymity, repack and send the stone to a sel ected judge.  The 
judged stone and comprehensive “mark-up-sheet” will be returned to stone handl er who will decode and re-
package the stone with the s core sheet and return to the individual  contestant.  The expected date of return is 
generally late July. 
Note:  The United States faceters Guild or stone handler shall not be held liable for stones lost or 
damaged in the course of shipment.  In general the stone handler and judges will use USPS Prior-
ity Post with nominal insurance for the shipment of stones between the stone handler and judges. 
General Judging Rules for the USFG 2009 Single Stone Competition. 
Categories are the same numerical order as score sheet: 
1. Scratches. Each facet shall be absent of scratches including the finest of cat hairs.  Inclusions or fractures 
that surface and look like scratches will be judged under this feature. 
2. Pitting: Each facet shall be absent of pits including the tiniest inclusions and fractures that surface and 
look like pits will be judged under  this feature. Foreign matter on the surface that will not wipe off will be 
judged as an error. Flaws, fractures, cleavages, partings, and inclusions will be judged under category 1 or 2 
on the score sheet if they surface. 
3. Grooved facets: Facets that show grooving in the polish when held just between shadow and shine.  H er-
ringbone effect in Quartz can sometimes show up in the polish in the same manner .  Both features will be 
judged in this category. 
4. Flat facet and sharp edges: Facet surface true - This refers to the flatness of facets or unevenness of 
curved facets. Unintentional  facets and ghost facets will be penalized under this feature. Facet edges sharp – 
The junction between facets should be knife-edge. Both of these features will be judged under category 4 on 
the score sheet. Chipped edg es will be judged under the category for chips, not under this feature. 
5. Facet uniform: Refers to consistency in shape and size of  facets in the same ser ies. Facets must also have 
consistency with the pattern & plan views. 
6. Meet points: A point wher e 4 or more facets culminate in a perfect point with no facet over cut and/or no 
facet under cut.  Note every meet, regardless on the number  of facets carries the same scoring weight. 
7. Chips: Areas where pieces of material have been chipped of f unintentionally. They usually occur along 
facet edges, at corners, and/or culets. 
8. Girdle uniform: Facets in the same ser ies around a faceted girdle shall be the same shape and dimen-
sions. Girdle facets shall be an exact replica of the girdle on the pattern.  Cutters may loose points if the over-
all girdle is uneven, til ted, or skewed, but within the stated tolerances of the girdle thickness. 
9. L/W ratio: The length to width ratio will be on the design and score sheets a variance of 0.1 mm +/- will be 
allowed with out deduc tion.  If out, a 3 point 100% error will result.  The actual Length dimension used for 
calculation will be based upon the cut Width of the stone. 
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2010 USFG Single Stone Competition Announcement 
10. Stone width: The competition committee will set the stone width. Without question this wil l be clearly in-
dicated on the pattern used for competition.  Unless noted, there will be an allowable margin of 0.1 mm more 
or less than the stone width set by  the committee.  The Competition Committee will designate stone widths 
between 6 mm and 15 mm.  If out, a 3 point 100% error will result. 
Girdle thickness: Girdle thickness shall be 0.3 mm +/- 0.1 mm. If the pattern has a scalloped girdle, the thin 
part of the scallop should not be less than 0.2 mm or greater than 0.4 mm. If  out, a 3 point 100% error will 
result. 
Additional Judging Notes: 
1. Categories 1,2,3,4, and 7 represent polish. 
2. The girdle shall be polished and judged under the same categories on the score sheet, “1 through 7” as 
with all other facets.  Two other categories are specifically designated for the girdle alone. They are 8 - "Girdle 
Uniform" and 11-Girdle Thickness. 
3. Scoring in categories 1 through 8 - Errors will be assigned a weighted value of 25%, 50%, or 100% point 
deduction depending upon the magnitude of the error. A general definition of the weighted value scoring is as 
follows: 25% off if the error is barely visible with a 10X loupe, 50% off if the error is easily seen with a 10X 
loupe, or 100% when a most ser ious error is seen with the 10X loupe and/or if the error can be seen with the 
naked eye. 
4. Scoring in categories 9 through 11 - Errors will be automatically assigned a 3 point 100% deduction. 
5. THE PLAN VIEW: It is an impor tant serious parameter of evaluation in a faceting competition. The defi-
nition: "A plan view is that arrangement of meets and lines one sees when l ooking directly down or up the 
vertical axis portrayed on a cutting pattern/diagram." The following are examples of how a cutter may create 
a change in "plan view" when cutting a competition stone: The most f requent is, deliberately creating a 
change in the "plan view" when cutting a competition stone- in jeopardy by employing a severe change of an-
gle or angles that will create a non-design facet(s)-- this comes under the judges prerogative for making the 
decision, and/or without question, a mishap of  inadvertently leaving out a tier of facets. Both crown and pavil-
ion are subject to penalty if the plan view of either one is in error. If the plan view as defined is not followed 
in the opinion of  the judge, then in all cases the stone wil l be ineligible and the judge will give written rea-
sons on the judg ing sheet. 
6. Angles are not normally judged in USFG competition; cutters should feel free to Tangent-Ratio angles 
(within reason) as needed or desired.  This may be done for personal preferences relating to optical perform-
ance, adjustments needed f or the conversation of material, etc. 
7. Pre-judging of stones is strictly forbidden. Any indication of pre-judging will automatically - without ex-
ception - disqualify the participant from the competition.  Pre-judging is loosely defined as having a stone 
evaluated for errors (by another cutter/mentor) in a manner that allows the cutter to go back and make cor-
rections. 
The minimum final score a judge will award is 50 out of 100 possible points. 
 
Any questions about the competition shoul d be directed to: 
Mr. Jeff Ford 
2410 North 2nd Street 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009 
E-mail jeffinkzoo@sbcglobal.net 
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2010 USFG Single Stone: Novice Category 
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2010 USFG Single Stone: PreMasters Category 
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2010 USFG Single Stone: Masters Category 
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2010 USFG Single Stone: Cutters Notes 
 For the Novice stone, please see the NOVIMXX article from Jeff Ford on the next pages.-Ed. 

 Photos of all test cut stones are in the Color Pages, page 12 and 13. 

For the PreMasters stone: 

Rands Cut Corner Rectangle #1, test cut by Walt Seidelman. 
 I cut the stone (man made green quartz) in the order indicated: 
Note: P2 needs to be 13.66 (10mm indicated cut width * 1.366 L/W ratio) 
I first cut P1 to center and fine tuned with 3000 BATT 
then cut P2 to 15mm and pre-polished to 13.8 
Polished P1 with Cerium Oxide maintaining the temporary culet 
Polished the P2 to 13.66 with cerium meeting P1 
Cut P3 BATT 325 and cleaned it up with with BATT 3000 and polished to meets 
Cut P4 and polished to meets 
Cut P5 with Bat 3000 and polished to new culet (took some "fine adjusting" to meet both meets) 
—Transfer Stone— 

CA cut with Bat 325 3000 then polished to .3mm 
CB cut Bat 3000 and polished to meets 
CC Cut Bat 3000 and polished to meets 
CD Same 
CE Same 
CF (Table) Cut 325, 3000 and polished in (only 2 meets, Woot!) 
CG Cut with Bat 3000 and polished in 
Cg took some effort to get all 3 meets at the same time 
 
 I enjoyed the cut.  Cutting the table in the middle of the crown sequence was new to me, but I found it interesting 
and something I might try on a different pattern.  I found it pretty much straight forward. I don't particularly like 
quartz, but I was only test cutting so getting the nth degree of meets wasn't required. 
 Novices should try this cut, makes a pretty stone and lets you try the next level. 
 
Cut in Peace, 
Walt 

For the Masters stone: 

Check This, cut by Keith Wyman 

 This didn't seem like a vey complicated pattern at first glance, although checkered crowns can be a bit of a problem 
because all the meetpoints need to be on if the lines are going to be straight from one side to the other.  A closer ex-
amination of the pavilion design raised a red flag because of the closeness of the indices and the angle.  It was a chal-
lenge for a test cut and will be a real challenge for a competition-worthy stone.  Make sure you get an accurate outline 
(see Jeff's article on the novice stone in this issue) and go from there.  I used 200k diamond on ceramic for my final pol-
ish and continue to be amazed (dismayed sometimes) at how fast meets move with this combination.  Enjoy the chal-
lenge! 

 As an aside, Keith brought up in conversation that this is definitely a masters stone: it’s an SOB!! (Seriously Obtuse 
Blueprint?)-Ed. 
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Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 

 In this article I’m going to detail how I approached test cutting the 2010 novice stone. 

 (Usual disclaimer - Others may do it differently, this is how I did it.) 

Part One – Cutting the NOVIMMX Pavilion. 

 Before we begin I would like to point out a few things about approaching this pattern with ‘competition eyes’, fist 
notice the number of meets.  That is the number of meets used for scoring.  By definition a meet used for scoring is one 
where four or more facets come together, also be aware that all meets are scored equally.  This does not matter if the 
meet is comprised of four or 16 facets, they all carry the same scoring value!  Meet count – 1 culet, 8 table, and 32 gir-
dle; for total of 41 meets.  The point I want to make is, yes there is honor in making the 8 facet culet meet, but you 
might want to think twice if you start doing so at the expense of too many of the girdle meets! 
 What material to cut?  Sometimes you have no choice and have to work with a specified material.  If you are lucky 
enough and have a choice, i.e., cutters choice.  ABSOULTY select a material you know how to polish!  I could recom-
mend some materials that I’m comfortable with, but in reality that might be the WRONG choice for someone else.  A 
competition is a personal test of sorts; in general ‘a test’ is generally not the best time to learn something new.  This is 
why I’m reluctant to jump up and suggest that others should go with a favorite of mine.  For example quartz might be 
considered a typical beginners material, true it is fairly easy to cut and polish, but ask most any master level cutter and 
most if not all will agree that it can a challenge to achieve a ‘master level polish’ on quartz. 
 Lets start cutting - For this stone I would suggest starting with the pavil-
ion, although no real reason why someone could not start with the crown.  
Let’s go ahead and put in the four of the P1 facets, see Figure 1.  The idea 
is to cut them in as pairs and get a good culet started.  In theory it is simple, 
just cut the facets to an equal depth.  In practice the cutter needs to rely on 
the machine at this point.  Often I will just use a hard stop for this and let 
the stone cut away with no hand pressure until no more cutting can be 
heard.  Others may also be able to accomplish this by using indicators 
(mechanical or electrical) as a depth of cut device.  Initially I may start 
with a relatively coarse lap to get the basic shape, then end up with a 1200 
to zero in on the center of the stone. 
 Next step put in the next four by splitting the first four and bring them 
into the culet, the habit of cutting ‘in pairs’ is just something I do.  If I had to 

explain why it would 
probably come down to 
having control over bring-
ing in the meets as much 
as anything, see  Figure 2.   
Putting in the additional 
P1’s at this point can be 
done with a 600~1200 lap 
as we are not removing 
very much material. 
Next put in the remaining 
P1’s, see Figure 3. 
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Figure1:  P1 96-24-48-72 
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Figure 2, Cutting in P1 12-36-60-84 

Figure 3, Cutting in P1 6-18-30-42-54-66-78-90 



 The next step is to start the girdle; to do this I want to begin 
by sizing the stone width.  The pattern calls for a finished size of 
12mm.  Again I like to think in terms of pairs, the first set will be 96-
48 & 24-72, see Figure 4. 

 Now start taking some measurements with a goal of hitting 
just over 13mm.  After you get there with the 96-48 & 24-72 pairs 
go ahead and put in the rest of the girdle facets, see Figure 5. 

 Wearing my competition hat, at this point the big item I want to get 
out of the way is getting the girdle accurately established.  Going back to 
the competition specifications, we are to have a finished stone that is 
12mm +/-.5mm.  In other words it can be between 11.5 & 12.5mm.  To do 
this I’m going to switch to a finer lap, this might be a 1200 or a worn 600 
NuBond.  I want to recut all of the P1’s, again in pairs like I did before.  Take a little time here and start using the loupe 
to bring them in to a good culet.  When you’re happy with the culet, I would consider taking the pavilion to an initial 
polish, taking care to make the culet meet to a 10x loupe (again thinking in pairs).  Ok the polish does not have to be 
perfect, but I do want to be comfortable with finding the center of the culet the best I can. 

 At this time I want to take a bit a break and talk about the time when I notice a cutters skills will noticeably improv-
ing.  Probably the biggest thing that will separate beginning cutters from good cutters is knowing when-to-stop-cutting.   
IDEALLY, you want to cut in the facets just ever so short of making a meet, too far and about the only choice is to recut 
the whole tier, just ever so short and it’s just and easy touch up later on. In other words start thinking and practicing; 
cut-a-little, look-a-lot. 

 Back to the task at hand - Now go ahead 
and start cutting the girdle facets with the 
1200 or 600 NuBond.  Start by sizing the 96-
48 & 24-72 to just over 12.5mm.  Once you 
have the height set for this we need to 
switch gears a bit and start chaining in the 
remaining girdle facets, do this IN ASCEND-
ING OR DESCENDING ORDER.  Go ahead and 
just kiss the 96 again, then bring in 6-12-18, 
and so on, in to the previous girdle meet 
working around the stone, see Figure 6. 
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Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 
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Figure 4, Starting to size the width of the stone. 

 

Figure 5, The Girdle is roughed in. 

18 96 6 12 

Figure 6, chaining in the girdle. 
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 If everything is right up to this point the last facet at index 90 it will look something like Figure 7.  With any luck 
when you do bring it in to 84&90 the meets will be very good.  If not you may have to chain them ever so slightly a time 
or two.   

 Next switch to the polish lap and polish in the girdle 
by chaining again.  Our best friend at this point is the 10x 
loupe. Tip – if you feel the girdle facets are too wide and a 
chore to polish, you can back cut the girdle with the 1200 at 
something like 85~95 degrees or what ever you machine will 
allow I will generally leave about a 2mm 90 degree girdle 
width when I do this, see Figure 8.  Now that you have the 
girdle chained in to a good set of meets check the width, ide-
ally we are just below the 12.5mm.  Here is where competi-
tion thinking differs a bit from other styles of cutting.   NOW  I 
want to go back and get a perfect polish on the P1’s and gir-
dle.  Why now? Basically I want to get the girdle done, per-
fect, and out of the way.   

 It’s time to go back and the get the pavilion P2 
mains.  To do this I want to put the 1200 back on and just 
place them in just short of making the girdle meet, see Fig-
ure 9. 

 We are ready to go ahead and start polishing in the 
P2’s, but I want to do this again in pairs starting with the 9-
57 & 33-81, be careful of making those girdle meets!  

Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 
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Figure 7, The chain is almost all the way around. 
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Figure 8, Backcutting the girdle. 
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Figure 9, Rough cutting in the P2’s 
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Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 

 Next go ahead and bring in the remaining P2’s (any order you wish) but you make have to start making some 
height adjustments (vertical cheating) to maintain the culet,,, keep thinking to UNDERCUT ever so slightly and keep 
pecking away at it until you make all of the meets.  Congratulations, you have finished the pavilion!  Take a break, seri-
ously its time to take the evening off, you deserve it. 

Part Two – Cutting the NOVIMMX Crown 

 The next thing to do is transfer the stone; I’m not going to include a dopping lesson here, so use anything that 
works for you.  If you use keys fine, I do not use keys so I will briefly go thru how I align the stone back in the quill.  One 
of the things that I did before I removed the dop from the quill was to mark the 96 index spot, for this I use a small dia-
mond file and just place a mark on the dop end of the 96 ‘back cut’ facet,,, I have used marker and the like before, but 
more times than not it gets wiped off or something. 

 Skip this paragraph if you use a keyed dop system - With the transferred stone in the quill place the index at 96, set 
the angle for 5 degrees (in my case the amount of back cut), bring the stone near your polishing lap, slowly bring it 
down so it just touches.  The dop is not clamped quite yet, bring the stone down so it just touches the polishing lap 
(allowing it to rotate a little if needed) now clamp the dop in the quill.   Go ahead and take a very quick swipe with the 
polish the entire facet should begin to polish.  If not you will need to cheat (radial) just a little, keep doing this on other 
facets if needed until the whole facet begins to polish, or at least until the leading edge is parallel with the girdle line. 

 Checking the transfer – Even with keyed dops you will probably want to check the transfer; here is one way to do it. 
This crown is a relatively simple one in that it only has break facets and a table.  The first goal is to check that our stone 
is exactly aligned to the previous register.  To do this I choose to cut  the C1 (@ 30 degrees) facets plus a set of fill in 
facets to replicate the C2’s using the C1 angle.  For now just rough them in with a hard stop leaving the girdle about 
1.5mm thick.  There is no need to get too precise with the depth of cut at this point we are just removing material, see 
Figure 11  

 Next go ahead and switch to at least a 600 lap or even a 1200 
lap, go back and re-cut P1 96 just a little deeper, now chain in the re-
maining facets in the tier;  

P1 @ 30 deg, 96-6-12-18-24-30-36-42-48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

Chances are the last facet didn’t quite meet up with the first, see Figure 
12. 

 Okay what’s wrong?   Essentially we cut a spiral because 
the register between the transfers was off by a very slight 
amount (graphically I used .25 degrees)  

 We still have plenty of girdle width, what we need to do is 
cheat the system a little and recut the chain again,,,, do this a 
little at a time until the spiral is eliminated.  When the last 
and first facet become aligned, the register of the pavilion to 
crown is perfectly matched!  Go ahead and trim the girdle 
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Figure 11, Roughing in the crown w/ a complete set 
of P1’s 
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Figure 12, cutting a spiral. 
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Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 

down to .4mm to .45mm. thick.  The mantra is still chain cutting.  At first this might seem like a lot of cutting and look-
ing, but with practice it goes much faster that it would seem. 

 The next step is to place in the C2 facets, since they are at a lower angle they will remove the temporary  C1’s we 
cut earlier, go ahead and bring them to the girdle AND try not to over cut them as we are getting close to the .3mm 
girdle width, see Figure 13. 

 So far the girdle is just about ‘IN’ with regards to the finished 
dimension.  The next thing is to go ahead and polish it in.  For now I 
want a pretty good polish, but not quite perfect is okay for now.  I do 
want to pay attention and start chaining the girdle to do this you can 
take a little short cut to minimize the angle changes.  To do this pol-
ish in C2-96 then C1-6&90, then C2-12&84, and so on alternating 
between C2 & C1 until you come back around to C2-48 

 At this point I want to go ahead and get the table done.  Here 
goal is to cut and polish it perfectly.  The one thing that might be dif-
ferent is I want the table over cut the meets just a little bit, see Fig-
ure 14.  

 If you are using a table adaptor – After the table is 
polished to perfection you will need to put the dop back in 
the quill.  To do this we are going to ‘find-the-facet’ If you 
used a keyed system it should be just a simple matter of 
chuck and clamp.  Since I do not use keys I will have to go 
back and find the facet to re-register the index of the stone. 
This is very similar to the way we checked the register after 
transfer. 

 Finding the facet - The key folks may want to follow 
along and confirm their keys are doing the job. For this I’m 
going to reference off of C2-96, set the index to 96 and angle 
to 28.12 degrees.  The polish lap should still be on the spindle.  
With the dop just snug enough to prevent falling out bring the 
C2-96 facet down almost to the lap, now loosen the clamp 
(setscrew) and let the C2-96 settle on to the polishing lap, 
then tighten the quill.  With the lap not moving (stationary) 
we want to sweep the stone just a little.  Next pick up the 

stone, with the 10x loupe and a little luck you should be able to see where the sweep polished the stone just a little, 
ideally this should be evenly across the lap.  In most cases (because the screw may have twisted the dop a little) it is 
probably off just a little.  Here we need to make just a little bit of a cheat, note this might be index and/or height.  
Sweep the stone again and see if you corrected it.  If you want or feel that you need a fresh facet go ahead and select 
one of the other C2 indices and repeat the sweep.  Do this until you are satisfied the facet (C2 tier)  is perfectly 
matched (cheated) into the running plane of the polishing lap.   

 So far so good?  Lets go ahead with normal polishing and bring the rest of the C2’s in to a perfect polish.  Since the 
width was just at the top side of the tolerance we have saved ourselves a little room to play with, but we also want the 
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Figure 13, Placing the C2 facets 
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Figure 14, Cutting and polishing the table, with the goal of just 
over cutting the meets. 
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C2 girdle width to get just inside of the competition tolerance.  Now you will probably over cut the table meets just a 
little, in fact this is what we want to do, Figure 15 shows what we are trying to achieve. 

 Up to this point the once thing we have accomplished is 
missing all 24 crown meets.  It might not look we know a 
darn thing about faceting.   What we have done is set our-
selves up for the final step.   Let’s consider some basic geo-
metric facts.  A flat plane can be defined by a minimum of 
three points in space, i.e., a three sided facet.  A four sided 
facet may also be flat, but it can also be curved.  In reality 
cheating in a four or more sided facet is more difficult be-
cause it can in fact be curved.  With this information what 
we want to do now is go back to the C1 facets (three sided 
facets) and carefully polish them in, cheating each one as 
needed (remember: cut-a-little, look-a-lot) to land the three 
meets perfectly.  TIP - If you want to cut something like a 
SRB, this is exactly how the stars are finished if you care to 
make all of the meets. 

 Still thinking about meet count keep in mind that each 
C1 is responsible for ONE table meet and TWO girdle meets.  
ALSO, when cheating in any sort to facet IDEALLY you should 
cheat in the whole facet and not the tips.  It might be tempt-
ing to just pull/push in the tip of the meet.  The caution that 
I want to point out is not is keeping the facet flat and not ending up with a ghost facet by cheating in only the tips.  In 
Fig 16, I have tried to show what a ghost facet at C1-90 might look like. 

 Although this was a step-by-step example of how I 
approached and test cut the NOVIMMX, this does not 
mean that others may have a better method.  Hopefully by 
sharing this type of detail someone might be able to pick 
up on something or perhaps improve upon it.   If you do 
feel that you have a special trick or tip to share, I would 
encourage others to consider submitting an article to the 
USFG editor. 

 

 Editors note: The “ghost” line shown in the figure 
can be very difficult to see—you must move the stone 
around in relation to your light source to make sure the 
reflections or shadows remain smooth across the facet in 
every direction. If they don’t, you’ve got a ghost in the 
house! And yes, sometimes it seems that these are polter-
geists—-at least things can get thrown around in my shop 
if I can’t get them to go away! 

 Huge thanks to Jeff for great graphics showing 
what can go wrong, or how things might look when things 
aren’t actually going bad at all! 

Cutting the Novimmx 
By Jeff Ford 
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Figure 15, Final polish on the C2’s 
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Fig 16, Ghost Facet at C1-90 
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 Hey folks, 
 We requested and  received a lot of feedback about the Broadfoot Collins book. Here are a few excerpts. I don’t 
have enough room to post all replies, or in some cases the full reply. Many thanks to all who sent letters.  –Ed.  
 
 I got the Broadfoot & Collins book.  Well, it is the best book I have so far.  It is also the most modern.  All of the es-
sentials of faceting are covered and well laid out.  I like the detailed explanation of GemCAD drawings.  I also like how 
historical explanations are interspersed within the design sections.  There is enough gemological information for a non-
gemologist like myself to understand the basics that all faceters should understand.  Page 246 and 247, Visual Optics is 
a concept that I plan to study in depth. 
 The one thing that this book doesn't cover well is rough selection. This is something that people tend to ask about 
most at meetings.  How to choose good vs. bad rough and how to pick designs for your rough. 
 I will be mentioning this book in my September newsletter. 
 
Lorne G. 
 
 First of all I consider myself a self taught beginner faceter, having completed about 125 stones. I think I can cut a 
pretty nice stone but everything I know was picked up in some manual, book, article or by fellow faceters, of which 
there are none that I know of in my town. 
 When I received the book I started reading and immediately realized that this was written by someone that was a 
cutter and also was a teacher. It's easy to read. 
I was fascinated and excited that finally bought a book that has information that is going to help me learn this game. 
Almost all of the other faceting books, manuals, and videos from the machine manufacturer and most information on 
the web is just too basic. This book gets down to the guts of cutting and polishing. 
 Each section of the book had statements that were relevant to what I was doing. Some ideas were parallel to what 
I was doing and some completely new to me that I have never heard before…. 
…To make this review short I read about 150 pages nonstop and will be reading again tonight. 
In my opinion - everyone should read this book - I think it has something for every one.  
Any way I like the book. 
Thank you for offering it, I'm happy  
 Dave W. 
 Yep, Dave can cut a pretty nice stone. Please have a look at his cut of Jeff fords Nabi Butterfly in the Color Pages. 
Dave enjoyed the cut enough to do a couple of them.  
 
 Received book on friday and I am half way through it.  Excellent book. It  
raises almost as many questions as it answers.  Wish I had it when I started  
faceting.  It should start some fresh thinking here in the U.S.A. 
 Jim H.  
 
 There are a few books left available. If there is interest, we can get more, but the exchange rate has favored the 
Aussie’s once again and we would have to raise the price by $3 to $58.-Ed. 

Letters to the Editor: Feedback on the Broadfoot-Collins Book:, 
Cutting Gemstones 
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USFG Financial Statements through Sept 2009 

 **The USFG News can be seen online at: http://www.usfacetersguild.org/news.shtml  

 The password for this edition is Citrine (as always, case sensitive). For those wishing to save a copy 
on their own machine, when you save the file, save it something like this: 2009-9USFGNewsletter_Citrine . 
This way, you don’t have to look far to remember the password! -Ed.  
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USFG Single Stone Competition – Cutter Entry Form 
Please include a signed copy of this form with your stone, entry fee, return packaging and return 

postage, a 6” x 9” bubble padded envelope or box is recommended for return.   

Please use a 1-1/8” clear stone cup if possible.   

Entry Deadline is June 20, 2010 

 

 
 

Name:   

Address:   

City/zip 
(country) 

  

Phone:   

Email:   

The most common questions about the USFG Single Stone Competition: 
This is a closed competition; cutters MUST be current members of the USFG.  Mem-

bership application/fees/renewals may be submitted with the cutters entry. 
This is a single stone event; one cutter, one class, one stone.  Cutters may not enter 

multiple stones and/or classes. 
Cutters may not enter stones in classes below prior certifications levels. 
Cutters may challenge higher classes, BUT it is highly recommended that they have 

another cutter honestly evaluate their cutting skills before doing so. 
  
Entry Class 
(circle one) Novice PreMaster Master Grand Master 

Entry Fee 
(US funds) **FREE** $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 

Stone Data 
(if known) 

Stone Size, mm   Stone Color   

Stone Species   Stone Weight   

Faceting Machine used? 
(optional)   

Entry Type 
? 

(circle one) 

Anonymous Entry - Yes, I wish to 
enter as ”Anonymous” Note: 

Scores still may be reported, but 
only identified as “Anonymous En-

try” 

Public Entry - Yes, I wish to have 
my name & score “Public” and re-

ported as such. 

Note: All cutters (Anonymous or Public) will be entitled to receive awards and/or certifi-
cation for qualifying scores.   If NO selection is made above, it will be assumed that the 

cutter wishes to enter their stone entered as “Public Entry” 

Signature / Date   

  
Your signature indicates that you accept the Rules & Conditions of USFG competition. 

Complete USFG Single Stone Competition rules may be found at 
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/CurrentSSCRules.pdf 

  



 
UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 
 
Membership to the USFG is open to faceters, or people interested in faceting, everywhere.  Our primary goal is to im-
prove the art and science of faceting through our newsletter and correspondence.  Our secondary goal is to improve com-
petitions and competition rules, both in the US and internationally.  Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms, 
taking place in even years.  Issues are voted on by mail.  Members will receive our Quarterly Newsletter - usually about 
20 pages each, and the right to participate in the USFG activities.  The By-Laws of the USFG may be reviewed at our 
website. 
http://www.usfacetersguild.org/docs/USFGbylaws.pdf   
 
 
Name ________________________________________________________ Date _________________________  
 
Street Address _________________________________________________ Telephone ____________________  
 
City, State, Zip ________________________________________________ E-mail _______________________  
 
 
I am interested in becoming a faceter ______   I have been faceting for_________ yrs 
 
I have a display case ____ 12 stones ____ 20+ stones ____ Educational _____ Other ______  
 
Competition experience/ Certifications:  Junior_____ Novice _____ Intermediate/PreMaster _____   Master ______  
 
Which machine(s) do you cut with? _________________________________________________________  
 
Do you cut commercially? ____________________________ Are you a dealer?  ______________________  
 
Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? _______________________________________________  
 
Special talents or interests to share? ____________________________________________________________  
 
Membership (all locations) is $18 USD for one (1) year - please remit US funds only. 
Alternately as a convenience members may choose to renew for multiple years at $18 per year. 

Please make checks payable to the “USFG” 
Mail this form with payment to: 

Newsletter Delivery Format? 
Please circle one. 

  
USFG Treasurer 
c/o Jeff Ford 
2410 N 2nd St 
Kalamazoo, MI 49009 
  

Bulk Rate Mail via USPS 
Note: Bulk mail normally 
takes 2 to 3 weeks 
Bulk mail is NOT for-
warded by the USPS 
  

Electronic Delivery 
via e-mail 
Adobe PDF 
Portable Document Format 

  
E-mail for the Treasurer  treasurer@usfacetersguild.org 
  

  
E-mail for the Editor editor@usfacetersguild.org 

Please feel free to use the back of this form for additional information or special instructions. 
  

Please circle one 
New Membership Renewal Returning Member 

      


